
 

 

 

Why choose solar LED floodlights?                          
Solar LED floodlights are ideal illuminants for those in search of the perfect wireless home 
security lights. These motion sensor solar lights are great for illuminating vast dark areas within 
the premises of your property to safeguard it from unseen threats and unlawful forced entry while 
eliminating the risk of injury and maximizing savings. Highlights behind these functional and 
practical solar-powered outdoor surveillance floodlights include their ability to operate efficiently 
even in the absence of extension cords and frequent battery replacements. Therefore, they end 
up minimizing the maintenance fees and energy costs in the process. 

 How do solar flood lights work? 
The battery-driven LED solar flood lights exploit a multitude of electronic components for their 
smooth and effective functioning. The main segments encompass a solar panel, rechargeable 
battery, built-in photo light sensor, an LED spotlight, LED motion detector, and a luminous light-
emitting element. With the aid of the sun force, the solar panel captures sunlight and converts it 
into high-grade solar light energy through the panels, which are then stowed in the battery. The 
light flux deposited in the solar cell is deployed to generate electricity or watts and power up a 
single LED bulb or a series of LEDs. By employing premium-quality solar flood lights with 
exceptional battery lifespan and charge, the unit is in a position to perform all night long in 
automatic operation mode. 
 

Can you keep your solar floodlights on all the time? 
As a maintenance-free device, it's okay for solar flood lights to stay on all the time. Most smart 
solar lights turn on and off automatically at sunset and sunrise without any manual action. To 
maximize the lifespan of your solar lights, you may want to bring them indoors or turn them off 
when not in use for extended periods of time. 
 

Can LED solar security lights get wet? 
Yes, most LED security solar lights can get wet. Durable designs are usually able to handle 
ordinary outdoor rainfall. If your solar light is IP65 waterproof, it will be able to resist rain as well 
as dust in the air. 
 

How long does it take to charge a solar security light? 
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Some solar security lights come with a full battery that works out of the box. If the battery dies, 
solar lights typically require 4 to 10 hours of sunlight to fully charge. Lights installed in the 
morning will most likely work at night if they are placed in a fully exposed area 
 

How to choose LED solar floodlights? 
When choose LED solar Floodlights, you should look at 4 crucial things: 
1. Solar Light Panels Type, Wattage, and Size 
2. Solar Flood Light Fixture and Casings 
3. Solar Flood Light Brightness and Power 
4. Solar Floodlight Sensors 
 

How to turn on solar security lights at night? 
The solar floodlight turns on at night after detecting no sunlight using the built-in photoelectric 
sensor. The lights are activated at sunset and deactivated in the morning if there is battery life 
remaining. 
 

 

How long will LED solar security lights last? 
Solar security lights typically last 6 to 10 hours per night and run for 2 to 5 years. By bringing 
solar lights indoors during the winter, you can extend their life expectancy. 
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